
Children Coding for Younger Children (1)
A Learning Resource for 6 - 7 year old Children made by Children 10 - 12 yrs

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/171267346

With just one frog you can create lots of frogs in
the pond and drag them onto the Lilypad.  You have
to draw the Pond and Lily Pad.

Every six year old child learns how to
combine numbers up to 9 + 9 = 18 as you
did when you were 6. This is in order to
understand and use 2-digit numbers up
to 99. They also need to know the
breakdown of numbers up to 20. This
game will help them learn these facts.

A Note for 10 year old coders and older

18

example

Frogs on the Lily Pad

Here how the game will work: To start, the frog will ask the child who is playing the game,
How many frogs? That number of frogs will appear all together in the
Pond water. The child will drag the frogs one-by-one onto the Lily Pad.
A box will show the number on the Lily Pad, the number still in the
Pond and the Total  number from the start. To end, there will be
no frogs left in the Pond. All the frogs are on the Lily Pad.

How many frogs do you want
in total? (not more than 18)

HOWSTEPS

1   Draw the Lily Pad

Reshape

Choose the Paint option to
open the Costumes Editor.
You get a blank canvas.
Choose the Circle tool and
draw a large circle.
Change its colour
from purple with a black
outline to green with a dark
green outline. Push it into a
lilypad shape with the Reshape
tool. Give it the name Lily Pad.

Paint

Lilypad

Circle

2   Get the Blue Sky Backdrop and use it as a Pond.

Darken the blue. Change the background blue
to a darker shade of blue. Play and experiment
with the Fill colour slider and learn for
yourself how colouring in Scratch works.

(Optional) When you are displaying the
numbers later, you might prefer to add a
background display box (seen above in black)
and type the labels and instructions in white.
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purple

Color  72

Saturation  60

Brightness 100

default Fill

Change the Color
slider to 60.
Change the Saturation
to 60.
Change Brightness
to 100

Pond Colour
Suggestion:

(NOTE: There are 2 extra black and white pages attached)



Get the frog from the Sprite library.
The frog is facing to the right. Flip
the frog horizontal to make it face
to the left. In the Graphics Editor
(under Costumes) flip  Select its
tongue and delete it (to create
more space). Change the frog’s
colour to a lighter shade of green,
if you like. Play with the colour
slider and learn for yourself.

How do you make lots of frogs?
In the code you use a coding ‘skill’
called cloning to make any number
of frogs to fill the pond at first.

frog

In the Graphics Editor (under the
Costumes tab) flip the frog to the left.
Select its tongue and delete it. This will
make space for many more frogs.

facing left, no tongue

3   Get the Frog and Change its appearance.

4 is continued next page

a Make 3 variables. Name them Pond,
Lily Pad and Total. When you see the
variable blocks, the set and change
blocks will have drop lists with the
names of the 3 variables.

4  Code the Frog with its 3 scripts

The variable named Total will hold
the number of frogs the child wants.
It will not change. The child playing
the game, will decide How many
frogs?
The variable named Pond will hold
the number of frogs that start in the
pond. After a frog is dragged onto
the lily pad this number will reduce
by one.
The variable name Lily Pad will hold
the number of frogs that have been
dragged onto the lily pad. It will
begin with zero and increase one-by-
one to the total

Script 1/3
HOW

New Variable

New variable name:

For all sprites For this sprite only

Cancel OK

Pond

Make a Variable

LargeNormal

99Pond

-1change byPond

Pond

0set toPond

Pond

Lily Pad

TOTAL

frog
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This script sets all variables to zero
when the green flag is clicked.



Script 2/3

Script 3/3

14
Number
display
sprite

 when  clicked

 broadcast  set Total

 answer if  then18

 repeat     Pond

 answer set  to TOTAL

 say That’s more than 18.

 and wait ask How many frogs do you want in total? (not more than 18)

 answer wait until 19

 create clone of  myself

 hide

 pick random 20 set x to  to 160

 set y to  pick random 0  to -60

 show

 say Now drop us onto the Lily Pad one by one. 3 for  seconds

 answer set  to     Pond

when I start as a clone

 wait until touching Lily Pad

show

 set drag mode draggable

 change      Pond  by -1

 play sound  Croak  until done

-30 change size by

       Lily Pad  by 1 change

This is the clone script.
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4  Code the Frog (continued) b Understand this script

Extra: It’s your choice to use the
number display sprite to highlight
the total number of frogs in a game.
You can export the sprite (including
its 100 costumes and code) from the
shared project at 171267346

The Total and Pond variables are both set to the
input number answer e.g. 16 and the frog sends a
broadcast  ‘set Total’ to tell the number display sprite
to  switch to costume 16 (Script 2 on Number sprite).
Leave out the broadcast if not using the sprite.

You must delete the actual sprite which gives the create clone command to drag
each  cloned frog onto the Lily Pad. It must hide or be counted as an extra.

When the green flag is clicked the frog asks for a
number not more than 18 and waits until  the input
is less than 19.

In the repeat  in ‘Pond’ loop the frog creates self-
clones (working copies of itself). The number is same
as answer. The clones will all be stacked on top of

each and will appear as if there is only
1 frog, unless you use this code to
scatter them randomly in the pond.

The Number display code is given below.

Script 3 (the clone script),  instructs each clone to be (seen)
visible, and draggable. When a cloned frog is dragged to
touch the Lily Pad two variables change as a result of the
frog touching the lily pad. 1 extra frog causes the  Lily Pad
variable to increase by 1 and one frog less (-1) causes the
Pond variable to decrease by 1.

To fit the frogs onto the lily pad, each clone will be smaller
than the original by 30%. The clone will emit a Croak sound.

See also p. 45 of
Scratch For Your Kids

 when I receive  set Total

switch costume to  answer

 when  clicked

switch costume to  costume 0

Script 1 of 2 on
the Number
display sprite

Script 2 of 2

14



https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/171267346
Frogs on a Lilypad

For 10 - 12 yr old SCRATCH coders

Get the frog from the library. In the Graphics Editor (under Costumes)
flip the frog horizontal to make it face to the left.

Select its tongue and delete it.

Create the pond - just make a Blue background

Create a new sprite - a Lilypad. Give it a
dark green outline and light green fill.

Create the Code: Start by creating 3 Variables:
                                LilyPad, Pond, TOTAL
Code the Frog

With just one frog you can create lots of frogs in the pond and drag them
to the lilypad. We need a variable to show us the Total number of frogs.
We need another variable to report the number of frogs on the Lilypad
and another to report the number in the Pond. Teacher will show you how
to make the variables. Open the Variables palette to start.

1
2
3

4
5

Lilypad

Script 2/3: Code the Input and Dragging Action

Script 3/3: Code what each clone does

Script 1/3: Setup

Create a Backdrop

2

Create a Lilypad

3
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this resource
for Juniors

Seniors code

Events

Looks

Motion

Looks

Variables

Variables

Variables

Control/ Sensing

Control

Variables

Variables

Motion/Operators/Motion

Events

Sensing

Variables/ Sensing

Variables/ Sensing

Control/ Variables

Control

Looks
Looks

Your teacher will take you through each step.
The Junior kids will appreciate your gift to their learning.

Freddy Frog

Code the Frog:



Lilypad Count 6 frogs
onto the Lilypad.
How many are
in the Pond?

Count 7 frogs
onto the Lilypad.
How many are
in the Pond?

Count 7 frogs
onto the Lilypad.
How many are
in the Pond?

Count 8 frogs
onto the Lilypad.
How many are
in the Pond?

Count 7 frogs
onto the Lilypad.
How many are
in the Pond?

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/171267346


